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Abstract

The analysis of business solutions is one of critical is-
sues in industry. Risk is one of the most preeminent and
accepted metrics for the evaluation of business solutions.
Not surprisingly, many research efforts have been devoted
to develop risk management frameworks. Among them, Tro-
pos Goal-Risk offers a formal framework for assessing and
treating risks on the basis of the likelihood and severity of
failures. In this paper, we extend the Tropos Goal-Risk to
assess and treat risks by considering the interdependency
among actors within an organization. To make the discus-
sion more concrete, we apply the proposed framework for
analysis of the risks within manufacturing organizations.

1 Introduction

The definition of metrics for evaluating business solu-
tions is challenging in industry. This is, for instance, the
case for Think3 Inc.,1 a company that supplies product de-
velopment solutions, consulting services, and customer care
to assist Small and Medium Enterprises’ (SMEs) in the op-
timization of their product development processes. Specifi-
cally, Think3 has to provide business solutions consistently
with the business strategy (e.g., product-oriented, order-
oriented) chosen by the client. A strong demand from the
clients is, in particular, the provision of solutions that guar-
antee the availability, reliability, and security of their proce-
dures and IT systems. Service disruptions might be caused
by malicious events (e.g., attacks), which are launched by
attackers, or non-malicious events (e.g., accidents, errors,
etc.), which are resulted from normal behaviors of users and
IT systems within the organization. Ideally, Think3 should
provide all safeguards necessary to protect their clients from
both malicious and non-malicious events. However, this ap-
proach is very expensive and not applicable in practice.

∗This work was done when the author was at the University of Trento.
1Official web site of the company: http://www.think3.com

In the last years, risk has been emerged as a metrics for
prioritizing events. Risk, defined as the combination of the
likelihood of an event and its consequences [?], depicts the
criticality of an event in disrupting the system. Typically,
analysts assess the risk of those events towards the system
and allocate the resources for safeguards according to their
criticality. Many frameworks have been proposed for risk
management (e.g., [?, ?, ?, ?]), but most of them overlook
to analyze the organizational setting where the system op-
erates. An organization involves several actors in its op-
erations. In such setting, actors can depend on others ac-
tors for fulfilling their goals. For instance, in manufactur-
ing SMEs the production planning division is usually ap-
pointed to define the most suitable solution for the prod-
uct. To achieve this goal, that division needs to consider
the feedback from different sources, such as manufactur-
ing, customer care, and marketing divisions. Accordingly,
the production planning division depends on all those divi-
sions for the feedback necessary to come up with the most
suitable solution. A failure in fulfilling the assigned duty
will affect the goal of the production planning. Thereby, the
last needs to ensure that each division provides the neces-
sary feedback. An appointed division may argue that it has
accomplished the assigned duties taking low risks, but the
adopted process may be still too risky from the perspective
of the production planning. As a consequence, this division
can adopt additional safeguards to mitigate risks. These is-
sues demand the use of risk assessment frameworks able to
identify, model, and evaluate risks also on the basis of the
relationships among the actors within the organization.

This paper builds on the Tropos Goal-Risk (GR) frame-
work [?], a formal framework that allows for tool-supported
risk assessment and treatment selection. This framework
extends the Tropos Goal Model [?] by adopting the idea of
the three layers analysis introduced by Feather et al. [?]
in their Defect Detection and Prevention (DDP) framework.
These three layers are used to reason about uncertain events
that obstruct business goals and to evaluate the effectiveness
of treatments in mitigating such events.

The GR framework was initially developed for assessing



the risks of single actors during early requirement analysis.
In this paper, we have extended it to assess and treat risks
by considering also the interdependency among the actors
within an organization. Through this extension analysts can
assess the risk perceived by each actor, taking into account
the organizational environment where the actor acts. Based
on such analysis, we have provided a method to assist ana-
lysts in determining the treatments to be introduced in order
to make risks to be acceptable by all actors.

An important objective for this work is also the evalua-
tion of the expressiveness of the modeling language and the
validation of the formal framework against industrial case
studies. To this intent, we have applied the framework to an-
alyze an intra-manufacturing integration model. In the TO-
CAI.IT project,2 we have collaborated with Think3 for the
elicitation of the core requirements of manufacturing SMEs
[?]. Specifically, we applied Tropos [?] for the elicitation
of such requirements on the basis of Think3’s clients. Start-
ing from that work, we have identified the risks affecting
intra-manufacturing SMEs and the treatments that are usu-
ally adopted in industrial practices.

The paper is organized as follows. Next we present an
intra-manufacturing integration model and the risk that can
affect it. We then introduce the notion of risk and the risk
management process (§??). Next, we give an overview of
the GR framework (§??) and of the reasoning process be-
hind it (§??). Then, we apply the GR framework to the
intra-manufacturing integration model (§??). Finally, we
discuss related work (§??) and conclude the paper (§??).

2 Intra-manufacturing SMEs

An intra-enterprise integration model is characterized by
different divisions within the same organization (or of sev-
eral organizations with strong synergies) collaborating for
reaching common objectives or for executing specific pro-
cesses. In the manufacturing domain, the objective is, in
particular, the realization of a specific product. In the model
presented in [?], we have mainly focused on activities con-
cerning production planning, testing and correction of the
products, achievement of a global efficiency, and reduction
of costs and time-to-market. Such activities were reputed to
be particularly significant by Think3.

Manufacturing SMEs can be partitioned into two main
categories: product-oriented companies and order-oriented
companies. The first category of companies is mainly in-
volved in the production of a fixed set of products with a
cost-quality trade-off. One of the client in this category is
INTERPUMP,3 a company operating in the hydraulic sector
and producing high pressure piston pumps. The second cat-
egory concerns the production of a variable set of products

2FIRB-TOCAI.IT RBNE05BFRK – http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/˜tocai/
3Official web site of the company: http://www.interpumpgroup.it/

depending on the specific requirements given by customers.
Such customers are willing to support higher costs because
of the flexibility that they require. One of the client in this
category is AROL,4 a company producing closure systems.

As regards product-oriented companies like INTER-
PUMP, risk analysis has to deeply investigate aspects con-
cerning how to “produce the product right”, while for order-
oriented ones like AROL the analysis considers the issues
of producing the “right product”. From a software engineer-
ing viewpoint, such concerns are similar with the concepts
of verification and validation of a product, respectively. The
former considers the compliance of the final product with its
requirements, whereas the latter focuses on the acceptance
of the final product by the client. In a product-oriented com-
pany, the acceptance process of the products by clients is
not feasible due to the large set of products and clients to be
considered. Similarly, it does not make sense for an order-
oriented company to evaluate the compliance with the re-
quirements of a product without considering its acceptance
by a specific client.

Since our goal is to perform risk analysis on the core re-
quirements for SMEs, the model presented in this paper is
essentially a generalization of an organizational model for
both product- and order-oriented companies. Such a model
presents how the divisions in the same enterprise collabo-
rate together achieving the objectives of enterprise and man-
aging the level of risks in the enterprise.

3 Risk Management

The concept of risk is well known and several attempts
to define it can be found in literature. In this work, we
adopts the one proposed by ISO/IEC that defines risk as
the “combination of the probability of an event and its con-
sequence” [?]. Risk Management is the continuous pro-
cess for systematically identifying, analyzing, treating, and
monitoring risk throughout life cycle of a product or a ser-
vice [?]. Risk Management comprises a number of coordi-
nated activities to achieve this purpose, namely risk assess-
ment, risk treatment, risk acceptance, risk communication,
and risk monitoring (see Fig. ??5).

Risk assessment consists of risk analysis (identification
and estimation) and risk evaluation. Starting from the iden-
tification of the business objectives of an organization, an-
alysts identify the events that can obstruct such objectives.
Analysts also define the description of the events (e.g., the
impacts over the objectives or assets), and estimate their
likelihood and severity over objectives and assets. Risk
evaluation compares the result of risk estimation with de-
fined risk criteria (e.g., costs, benefits, priorities, acceptable

4Official web site of the company: http://www.arol.it/
5The figure is built based on ISO Guide-73:2002 [?] as baseline, and

several adjustments following ISO 16805:2006 [?] and COSO-ERM [?].
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Figure 1. Risk Management Process

loss). In case the risk level is too high (i.e., it is beyond
the risk tolerance that an actor can sustain), analysts per-
form risk treatment for identifying the treatments necessary
to mitigate risks by reducing their likelihood or severity. Of-
ten the selected treatments are not sufficient to mitigate risks
due, for instance, to a limited budget. Therefore, stakehold-
ers may decide to accept risks. Risk acceptance thus intends
to relax the level of acceptable loss by an actor. All these
processes are reported for the purpose of communication
among actors across the organization as well as for moni-
toring and auditing purposes.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the first two activities:
risk assessment and treatment. In the following sections, we
show how the identified concepts can be captured in the GR
framework and the risk assessment and treatment process.

4 Tropos Goal-Risk Modeling Framework

4.1 Modeling Language

The Tropos Goal-Risk (GR) framework [?] consists of
three conceptual layers – strategy, event, and treatment (see
Fig. ?? in the Production Planning’s viewpoint) – to assess
the risk of uncertain events over organizations’ strategies
and to evaluate the effectiveness of treatments.

Strategy layer (previously called goal layer [?]) analyzes
strategic interests of the stakeholders;

Figure 2. GR Model of Intra-Organizations

Event layer analyzes uncertain events along their impacts
to the strategy layer;

Treatment layer analyzes treatments to be adopted in or-
der to mitigate risks.

In this work, we have enhanced the GR framework by
extending the conceptual model to assess the risk in a multi-
actors setting. Accordingly, the (new) GR framework em-
ploys the concept of actor and dependency between actors
besides the concepts of goal, task, and event. Actors (de-
picted as circles) are active entities that have strategic goals
and perform tasks to achieve them. Goals (depicted as
ovals) represent the objectives that actors intend to achieve.
Tasks (depicted as hexagons) are courses of actions used to
achieve goals or treat events. In the last case, tasks are also
called treatments. Goals and tasks are characterized by at-
tributes SAT and DEN, which represent the evidence of goals
or tasks to be satisfied and denied, respectively. Their val-
ues are spanned in three qualitative values: (F)ull, (P)artial,
and (N)one, with intended meaning F ≥ P ≥ N . Suppose
that an actor A intends to achieve goal G, we denote the ev-
idence of G in A’s viewpoint as Sat(A,G) and Den(A,G).
Goals and tasks are also characterized by attribute cost (de-
noted by Cost(A,G) and Cost(A, T), resp.), which repre-
sents the efforts (e.g., money, time) necessary to achieve a
goal or execute a task. Finally, goals are also character-
ized by attribute utility (denoted by Utility(A,G)), which
represents the utility-value generated by the fulfillment of
goal G for actor A. Its values are in the range [0 . . . 100].
Suppose Utility(A, G01) = 80, Utility(A, G05) = 40, and
Utility(B, G06) = 80, we may conclude that actor A con-
siders G01 as important (i.e., utility) as actor B does for
G06, and A considers G05 to be 50% less important than
G01. In this context, the loss introduced by risk, is repre-
sented as the reduction of utility (in terms of percentage).
Accordingly, the risk tolerance of an actor is represented as
the total loss accepted by an actor.



Events (depicted as pentagon) are used to represent un-
certain circumstances that can affect goals or tasks in the
strategy layer. Events are characterized by attribute Likeli-
hood (denoted by λ(E)), which represents how likely an
event occurs. Its values are defined as follow: (L)ikely,
(O)ccasional, (R)are, and (U)nlikely, with the intended
meaning L > O > R > U . The severity of events is
captured by impact relations, which are explained below.
Different from the previous two constructs (i.e., goal and
task), events can be outside of actors’ boundaries. There-
fore, we distinguish between global events (EG), which are
independent from actors, and local events (EL), which are
events related to particular actors. In Fig. ??, event E04 is
global, whereas event E01 occurs within a single actor. For
instance, E01 can be less likely in the production planning
than in the manufacturing since most updates are made by
the production planning.

A GR model is a tuple of 〈N , I,R,D〉 where

• N is a set of nodes which is the union of global events
EG and pairs of the form (a, o), where

– a ∈ A, where A is the set of actors participating
in the system;

– o ∈ O, where O is a set of objects that comprise
goals G, tasks T , and local events EL.

• I ⊆ (
(A × EL) ∪ EG

) × (A × (G ∪ T )
)

is the set
of impact relations,6 which are used to represent the
severity of events (EL and EG) on the strategy layer.
Impact relations are distinguished into four types: ++,
+ to model opportunities (i.e., events with positive im-
pacts), and −−, − to model risks (i.e., events with
negative impacts). Impact relations introduce new ev-
idence – DEN for negative relations and SAT for posi-
tive relations – to goals and tasks in the strategy layer
depending on the likelihood of events and the type of
impact relations as defined in [?].

• R is the set of relationship among GR constructs. They
relate source nodes with a target node and are parti-
tioned into

– Dec ⊆ 2N ×N is the set of decomposition rela-
tions. There are two types of decomposition rela-
tion: AND and OR decomposition. AND decom-
position is used to refine goals, tasks, or events
into more refined structures. In Fig. ??, goal G01

is AND decomposed into goals G02, G03, and
G04. OR decomposition is used to model the al-
ternatives to achieve a goal, to execute a task, or
for the occurrence of an event. For instance, the
treatment TR01 has two alternatives of execution

6Impact relations have not been considered together with the other
types of relations since they can act as target nodes of alleviation relations.

(OR-decomposition), either TR03 or TR04. No-
tice that source nodes must have the same type
of target node. Moreover, decomposition rela-
tions are intra-actor, that is, the target and source
nodes must be in the rationale of the same actor.7

– Means-end ⊆ (A × T ) × (A × G) is the set
of means-end relations, which identify the tasks
used to satisfy goals. Means-end relations are
intra-actor relations.

– Contr ⊆ N ×N is the set of contribution rela-
tions, which denote the side-effects of goals/tasks
to the other goals/tasks/events. Contribution re-
lations can be of 4 types: ++, +, −−, and −.
Intuitively, the type represents the influence of
a source node on the target node. Contribution
relations can be either intra-actor or inter-actor
since the fulfillment of an actor’s goal can affect
positively/negatively the fulfillment of goals (or
the execution of the task) of another actor. These
relations are also used to model the effect of treat-
ments on the likelihood of events. For instance,
the production planning division can adopt treat-
ment TR02 to reduce the likelihood of event E02.

– Alleviate ⊆ (A×T )×I− is the set of alle-
viation relations, which denote the mitigation of
the (negative) impact of events due to the adop-
tion of some treatment. Alleviation relations are
distinguished into: − and −−.

The formal semantics of these relations have been pre-
sented in [?]. Besides alleviation relations that affect
the target impact relations, all other relations propagate
evidence from source nodes to the target node.

• D ⊆ A × (G ∪ T ) × A is the set of dependency re-
lations, which denote that an actor (the depender) de-
pends on another actor (the dependee) for the fulfill-
ment of a goal/execution of a task (the dependum). In-
tuitively, dependency relations bound the evidence of
the depender to the evidence of the dependee about the
dependum. For instance, the production planning de-
pends on the manufacturing for the execution of T01.
Accordingly, the production planning has the same ev-
idence of executing T01 that the manufacturing has.

4.2 Risk Assessment and Risk Treatment

In the previous section, we proposed a conceptual mod-
eling technique for risk identification, description, esti-
mation, and treatment identification. Here, we present a
method that intends to assist analysts during risk assessment
and risk treatment processes (Fig. ??).

7If a target node is a global event, then all source events should be also
global events.
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Figure 3. Assessment and Treatment Process

1. Goal Operationalization aims to analyze actors’ goals
and the tasks used to achieve them. First, goals are
identified. Actors may not be able to fully achieve their
goals by themselves, so they can either appoint other
actors to fulfill them entirely or decompose them and
assign part of them to other actors. Thus, goals are
used as input for goal refinement or goal dependency.
The tasks providing means for achieving goals are also
identified in this phase. They are analyzed in a manner
similar to that for goals. The first step of goal opera-
tionalization ends when all goals have been dealt with
to the satisfaction of the actors who want them. Next
step consists in analyzing the side-effects of a goal/task
over other goals/tasks using contribution analysis

2. Event Operationalization aims to analyze events and
their impact on the strategy layer. First, the events
relevant for the application domain are identified and
depicted in the event layer. These are then analyzed
through refinement and contribution analysis. Finally,
their impact over the strategy layer is described and
their likelihood estimated. The framework allows an-

alysts to model events with multi-impacts. This per-
mits to do trade-off analysis when an event acts as a
risk for some goals and as an opportunity for other
goals. The event operationalization terminates when
all events cannot be refined further and the likelihood
of leaf-events is assessable;

3. Risk Reasoning calculates the risk level perceived by
each actor in the organization. This process is ex-
plained in detail in Section ??;

4. Treatment Operationalization intends to refine the GR
model in case the risk-level is higher than the risk ac-
ceptance defined by actors. First, treatments are iden-
tified along with the effect that their adoption leads to
the mitigation of the risks. Analysts need to ensure
that treatments do not introduce any unacceptable neg-
ative influences over the strategy layer. To this end,
contribution analysis is used to model the influences
of treatments on the strategy layer.

5 Reasoning Process

To verify if requirements are satisfied (i.e., the risk level
is acceptable for every actor), we have developed algo-
rithms to reason about risk on a GR model. The risk rea-
soning algorithms calculate the risk for every actor within
an organization and evaluate whether or not the risk is ac-
ceptable for each actor. In case risks are higher than those
accepted by actors, analysts can introduce treatments to mit-
igate such risks. The reasoner verifies whether the adopted
treatments are sufficient to reduce the risk under a given
threshold obstructing actors’ objectives.

Before presenting the algorithms, let us briefly discuss
about likelihood. Different from our previous works [?],
we require the likelihood of events instead of their evidence
values. The main reason for this change was that our indus-
trial partners found more intuitive and practical to provide
values in term of likelihood. To exploit our previous work,
we have thus defined a mapping to translate likelihood into
evidence values (Fig. ??).8 Looking at such a mapping, one
may argue that we have chosen a 4-value scale instead of
a more “natural” 5-value scale. This choice was driven by
the observation that our industrial partners often select the
middle value. Conversely, having a 4-value scale enforce
them to make a decision on the values.

The Risk Reasoning Process (Alg. ??) requires in input:

• a GR model 〈N , I,R,D〉;
• the evidence values – SAT and DEN – of tasks and goals;
• the costs of leaf nodes;
• the utility values of root goals;

8Likelihood values are converted into non-conflicted evidence (illus-
trated in bold in Fig. ??). These are evidence for which at least one of
SAT or DEN is None.



Figure 4. Evidence Mapping

Algorithm 1 Risk Reasoning
Require: 〈N , I,R,D〉, likelihoods, utilities, costs, risk tolerance

evidence array
1: ev evidence array ←convert likelihood(likelihoods)
2: initial ←evidence array ] ev evidence array{concatenate evidence

values of tasks-goals and events}
3: i ←0
4: repeat
5: while old 6= current do
6: old ←current
7: for all Nj ∈ N do
8: currentj ←Update Label(Nj , 〈N , I,R,D〉, old , initial)
9: end for

10: end while
11: if i=0 then
12: 〈N , I′,R,D〉←Apply Alleviation(〈N , I,R,D〉, current)
13: I←I’
14: current ←nil
15: end if
16: i + +
17: until i=2
18: if isAcceptable(〈N , I,R,D〉, current , utilities, risk tolerance)

then
19: return 〈current, calculate costs(evidence array, costs)〉
20: else
21: return nil
22: end if

• the likelihood of local and global events;
• the risk tolerance for each actor.

The algorithm starts converting likelihood of events into
the corresponding values of evidence (line ??). It then runs
through two loops. Specifically, Risk Reasoning calculates
SAT and DEN evidence of nodes by invoking procedure Up-
date Label that calculates the labels (i.e., the evidence val-
ues) of nodes on the basis of all relations among them (e.g.,
impact, decomposition, contribution, means-end, and de-
pendency) following the idea of Giorgini et al. [?]. If a
node has several incoming relations then the final labels of
the node are defined as the maximum values. This proce-
dure terminates when evidence values have reached the fix
point (i.e., old = current).

During the first iteration, the procedure Apply Allevia-
tion is executed to implement the influence of treatments
on reducing the severity of events over the strategy layer
(line ??). In other word, this procedure rewrites negative
impact relations into the less severe ones. Then, Update
Label is executed again to calculate the new values of evi-
dence. Finally, procedure isAcceptable verifies that for ev-

Event product order
engineering change request R L
modification order U L
production error R O
test failure and/or quality check failure U R
not respected deadline for the delivery of product R O
spare parts not found in the warehouse R O
(Production Planning, use of not updated business object) U O
(Marketing, use of not updated business object) O R
(Sales, use of not updated business object) O U
(Quality Assurance, use of not updated business object) R R
(Manufacturing, use of not updated business object) U R

Table 1. Likelihood wrt Business Strategies

ery actor the expectancy utility loss (EUL) complies with its
risk tolerance (line ??), where EUL is the ratio of the total
utility-loss to the total utility (of root goals). If the risk level
(i.e., EUL) is acceptable, the algorithm returns the final evi-
dence values and the total cost of tasks (used to achieve the
goals) and treatments (used to secure the goals) (line ??).

6 Evaluation

We have applied the GR framework to analyze intra-
manufacturing organizations. Specifically, we have as-
sessed the risks affecting intra-manufacturing organizations
when they employ different business strategies and identi-
fied the measures to be adopted in order to mitigate such
risks with respect to the selected strategy. In this section,
we report a summary of our experience.

In the TOCAI.IT project, we have elicited the require-
ments characterizing intra-manufacturing organizations and
modeled them in Tropos [?]. Starting from such mod-
els, Think3 has identified the events that typically affect
the business operations of manufacturing organizations and
their impact on actors’ goals (Fig. ??). However, such
events can have a different likelihood depending on the
strategy adopted by a certain organization. Table ?? re-
ports the likelihood of events with respect to product- and
order-oriented strategies. With the support of Think3, we
have also identified the practices that are often adopted to
mitigate the likelihood and impact of such events in indus-
try (Fig. ??). Finally, Think3 has provided us with values
concerning the utility of actors’ goals and the cost of treat-
ments.9

The results of the analysis are shown in Table ??. For
each actor we report the total utility (TU) and risk tolerance
(RT). We have calculated the expected utility loss when no
treatments are in place (EULi) and when the treatments nec-
essary to mitigate risks have been employed (EULf ). We
also have reported the cost of selected treatments.

It is worth noting that the order-oriented strategy is usu-
ally more risky than the product-oriented strategy. There

9Numbers have been obfuscated to maintain the confidentiality of
Think3’s client, but readers can still grasp the idea behind the framework.



Figure 5. Intra-Manufacturing Organization Model including Events and Risk Treatments

Actor TU RT Product Order
EULi EULf Cost EULi EULf Cost

Production Planning 230 0.05 0.148 0 110 0.2 0 150
Manufacturing 210 0.05 0.119 0 50 0.139 0 50
Sales 160 0.05 0.113 0 50 0.123 0 50
CEO 80 0.04 0.2 0 0 0.2 0 0
Purchases 50 0.10 0.129 0 40 0.2 0 40
Marketing 160 0.05 0.2 0 60 0.2 0 60
Warehouse — — — — 0 — — 120

Table 2. EUL and total costs of treatments

are, however, some exceptions (e.g., the CEO and the Mar-
keting). This mainly happens because of the dependency
among events. Though the use of not updated business ob-
jects is more unlikely in Marketing in order-oriented com-
panies than in product-oriented ones, in the former modifi-
cation orders are more frequent and, consequently, the ver-
sioning of business objects is more critical.

In both strategies, we notice that it is more convenient (in
terms of cost) for a company to enforce each division to no-
tify changes rather than to employ systems for searching the
last version of business objects. Indeed, the last solution is

not always accepted by stakeholders. This is, for instance,
the case of some Think3’s clients. In their organization,
each division has its own IT system so that it is necessary a
network architecture to ensure interoperability among those
systems. However, these architectures are usually very ex-
pensive and clients prefer to adopt a different solution.

The last finding, we mention concerns the lack of needed
spare parts in the warehouse. One again, order-oriented
companies are more sensitive by this event. Thereby, such
companies have to adopt additional treatments to mitigate
this event, for instance, by increasing normalization for
stocks in the warehouse (see Table ??).

7 Related Works

Many approaches have been proposed for identifying
products and systems enabling to support the coordination
and cooperation in the intra-enterprise integration model for
SMEs. For instance, Lindsey et al. [?] have studied the rela-
tionship between the organizational strategy and the effect



of IT. Their work points out that a responsive infrastruc-
ture enabling to adapt and accept changes is essential to the
strategic effectiveness of IT. According to McFarlan [?], IT
may influence the competition by introducing barriers to the
entrance of new competitors, changing the relationship be-
tween customers and suppliers, enlarging the basis of po-
tential suppliers or strengthening the existent relationships,
or even by creating new businesses. Finally, Pooley and
Wilcox [?] have analyzed the application of IT for support-
ing the coordination of geographically-distributed teams.
The development of such distributed environments can sup-
port decision making processes by means of the exchange
of ideas and discussion.

In the risk analysis domain, there are several models that
attempt to quantify uncertain events with likelihood and
severity. Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) [?] is widely
used to assess risks quantitatively, while FMECA [?] pro-
poses qualitative values (i.e., frequent, reasonable probable,
occasional, remote, and extremely unlikely). Events are pri-
oritized using the notion of “loss expectancy” which is de-
fined on the basis the likelihood of events and their severity.
This priority represents the criticality of an event. When
resources are limited, analysts can decided to adopt coun-
termeasures for mitigating events on the basis of their prior-
ity. Butler and Fishbeck recognized that many factors (e.g.,
reliable, available, safe, etc.) can be critical for a system
and each of them has its own risks [?]. Based on this in-
tuition, they proposed Multi-Attribute Risk Assessment to
the improve the risk analysis process by considering multi-
attributes. In fact, it simultaneously considers many fac-
tors like reliability, availability, safety and confidentiality
by enabling analysts to find the right trade-off among these
factors. The capability of choosing cost-effective counter-
measures to deal with existing security threats using Multi-
Attribute Risk Assessment is presented in [?]. Finally, the
CORAS methodology [?] combines UML and Unified Pro-
cess to support a model-based risk assessment. In particu-
lar, it proposes an integrated system development and risk
management process for security critical systems.

8 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have enhanced the GR framework in
order to assess and treat risk in organizational settings. This
framework can be applied in different contexts. Here it has
been used to assess risk affecting intra-manufacturing orga-
nizations and identify the treatments necessary to mitigate
such risks with respect to different business strategy.

The GR framework with all new features presented in
this paper is supported by the S&D Tropos Tool.10 This
tool is an Eclipse plugin developed to analyze security

10Available on the web at http://sesa.dit.unitn.it/
sistar_tool/.

and dependability requirements of socio-technical systems.
The tool provides requirements engineers with a graphical
interface that allows them to draw GR diagrams. It also
supports the automatic transformation of GR graphical
models into formal specifications (expressed as SAT
formulas) that allow for tool supported risk assessment.
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